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Low-energy paths for octahedral tilting in inorganic halide perovskites
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Instabilities relating to cooperative octahedral tilting is common in materials with perovskite structures, in
particular in the subclass of halide perovskites. In this work the energetics of octahedral tilting in the inorganic
metal halide perovskites CsPbI3 and CsSnI3 are investigated using first-principles density functional theory
calculations. Several low-energy paths between symmetry equivalent variants of the stable orthorhombic (Pnma)
perovskite variant are identified and investigated. The results are in favor of the presence of dynamic disorder
in the octahedral tilting phase transitions of inorganic halide perovskites. In particular, one specific type of path,
corresponding to an out-of-phase “tilt switch,” is found to have significantly lower energy barrier than the others,
which indicates the existence of a temperature range where the dynamic fluctuations of the octahedra follow
only this type of path. This could produce a time averaged structure corresponding to the intermediate tetragonal
(P4/mbm) structure observed in experiments. Deficiencies of the commonly employed simple one-dimensional
“double-well” potentials in describing the dynamics of the octahedra are pointed out and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in metal-halide materials with perovskite-
derived structures has received a tremendous surge in recent
years. This is primarily due to the record-level efficiency of
photovoltaic devices based on inorganic-organic hybrid per-
ovskites such as methylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3

or MAPI) [1,2]. Among the main factors hindering the use of
such devices on a large industrial scale is the rapid degradation
due to external influences encountered during operation [3].

The fully inorganic counterparts to the hybrid halide per-
ovskite, e.g., CsPbI3 in the case of MAPI, are also increasingly
intensively studied. The interest in these systems stem both
from being simpler analogs to the hybrid perovskites, but also
for their own potential use in optoelectronic devices [4–7].

In general, perovskite, ABX3, based compounds are not
found in the aristotype cubic perovskite at low temperature,
but instead admit one of many distorted perovskite variants.
The most common class of such distortions is the antiferrodis-
tortive (AFD) distortions, which correspond to cooperative
tilting of the BX6 octahedral network around one or several
of the [100] axes of the cubic perovskite structure. These
octahedral tilting instabilities are related to imaginary phonon
modes at the M and R points of the first Brillouin zone (BZ),
corresponding to in-phase and out-of-phase tilts of sequential
octahedra around a particular axis, respectively, as illustrated
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). A host of different combinations of
in-phase and out-of-phase tilts are possible [8]. These are
conveniently expressed using Glazer notation [9] where, as an
example, the very common orthorhombic [Pnma, Fig. 1(c)]
structure is denoted a−a−c+, indicating out-of-phase tilts of
equal magnitude around the a and b and an in-phase tilt around
the c pseudocubic axes.
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A representative sequence of AFD transitions in inorganic
halide perovskites is the one in CsSnI3 and CsPbI3 [10,11].
When cooling from the ideal cubic perovskite (Pm3̄m) α

phase, they undergo two octahedral tilting transitions. First,
to the tetragonal (P4/mbm), a0a0c+, β phase and finally to
the orthorhombic (Pnma) γ phase, with tilts around all three
pseudocubic axes, a−a−c+. Note that these low temperature
AFD perovskite variants are metastable with respect to a non-
perovskite orthorhombic δ phase in both CsSnI3 and CsPbI3

[10,11].
Recently, there has been increasing evidence that the high

temperature cubic phase of many perovskites is not, in fact,
cubic on a local scale [12–17]. Instead, the cubic phase emerge
as a result of static and/or dynamic disorder. The static disor-
der corresponds to domains with different symmetry broken
variants of the cubic perovskite, which can produce a spatially
averaged structure of apparent cubic symmetry. The dynami-
cal disorder corresponds to the hopping of the system between
different variants of lower symmetry phases. In the case
of octahedral tilting transitions, the lower symmetry phases
correspond to different tilt configurations of the BX6 octahe-
dral network that are local minima on the potential energy
surface (PES). These are symmetrically distributed around
the tiltless cubic perovskite. Similar transition mechanisms
have recently been proposed also in several nonperovskite
materials [18–22].

The presence of octahedral tilts in halide perovskites has
a large impact on properties related to their optoelectronic
performance. For instance, the band gap tends to increase with
increased tilting [23–25]. Furthermore, it has been suggested
that the long charge carrier lifetime in halide perovskites is
related to the presence of dynamic disorder [26]. Understand-
ing the nature of the octahedral tilting transitions therefore
becomes of vital importance.

It is tempting to rationalize the dynamical disorder of the
octahedral tilts in terms of the one-dimensional (1D) PES that
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the in-phase (a) and out-of-phase (b) oc-
tahedral tilting modes in perovskites and the orthorhombic (Pnma)
structure with Glazer tilt pattern a−a−c+, in the psuedocubic setting
(c). Cs and I ions are represented by green and purple spheres,
respectively, and the Pb/Sn ions are the black spheres in the center
of the octahedra.

are found by displacing the atoms in the cubic perovskite
structure according to the in-phase or out-of-phase tilting
modes. These typically take the form of “double-well” (DW)
potentials, and will be referred to as cubic DWs throughout the
rest of the paper. However, since the most stable perovskite
variant is the a−a−c+ structure, the tilt fluctuations likely
occur on paths between distinct such a−a−c+ variants. Those
paths, as opposed to the cubic DWs, do not pass over the high
energy cubic structure. They instead pass over lower energy
saddle points on the multidimensional PES of octahedral tilts
[12,27].

In this paper I use density functional theory (DFT) to
thoroughly investigate the energetics associated with octa-
hedral tilting in inorganic halide perovskites. I identify and
investigate several paths with low-energy barriers between

symmetry equivalent a−a−c+ variants. These paths exist as
a consequence of the presence of tilts around multiple pseu-
docubic axes. This implies that the cubic DWs are not the
relevant PESs for determining, for example, the rate of fluctu-
ations of the octahedral tilts. I point out that the depth of the
cubic DWs are, in fact, inversely related to the energy barrier
on certain low-energy paths between symmetry equivalent
a−a−c+ variants.

These low-energy paths allow for the system to be dy-
namically disordered between distinct a−a−c+ variants at
elevated temperature. One particular path, which corresponds
to changing the direction of a single out-of-phase tilt, has
a significantly lower energy barrier than the others. In a
certain temperature range the octahedral framework will thus
fluctuate only along this particular path. This would produce,
as a time average, an a0a0c+ structure. This could be related
to the experimentally observed intermediate tetragonal a0a0c+
(P4/mbm) phase. When the temperature is further increased,
several other modes of octahedral fluctuation will also become
active, and the cubic a0a0a0 phase is the resulting time average
structure.

II. METHODS

A. Computational details

All DFT calculations were performed in the framework
of the projector augmented wave (PAW) [28] method using
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [29–31]. Ex-
change and correlation effects were treated using the PBEsol
[32] form of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).
The Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in plane waves with
a kinetic energy cutoff of 800 eV. The first BZ of the primitive
simple cubic perovskite unit cell was sampled on a 8 ×
8 × 8 �-centered grid, and was reduced appropriately when
larger simulation cells were used. PAW potentials with the
Cs(5s5p6s), Pb(6s6p), Sn(4d5s5p), I(5s5p) valence configu-
ration were used. The convergence criterion for the electronic
self-consistent field cycles was 10−8 eV.

B. Octahedral tilting

Octahedral tilt patterns in perovskites are conveniently ex-
pressed in Glazer notation [9], where a tilt pattern is specified
by three letters, a, b, and c representing the tilts around
the three psuedocubic axes. Each letter has an associated
superscript “+”, “−,” or “0,” which indicate an in-phase tilt,
an out-of-phase tilt, or no tilt, respectively. If the tilt angles
around multiple axes are the same, the tilts are represented
by the same letter. As an example, the common orthorhombic
(Pnma) structure is denoted a−a−c+ indicating out-of-phase
tilts of equal magnitude around the a and b and an in-phase
tilt around the c pseudocubic axes.

For a given Glazer tilt pattern there exists several dis-
tinct but symmetry equivalent variants. These correspond to
changing the axis around which a particular tilt is taken, e.g.,
changing a−a−c+ to a+b−b−, and/or changing the direction
of the tilt from clockwise to counterclockwise or vice versa,
e.g., changing a−a−c+ to a−a−(−c)+. Bechtel and Van der
Ven [27] have classified these into rotational and translational
variants. The translational variants are those that can be
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sampled by only changing the octahedral tilts within a fixed
strain state, while the rotational variants correspond to differ-
ent strain states. For a−a−c+, there are 24 distinct variants
which can be grouped into six rotational equivalents, each
with four translational variants [27]. The four translational
variants are related to each other by changing the tilt direction
of either the in-phase tilt and/or both the out-of-phase tilts.

PESs as functions of different octahedral tilt combinations
were calculated in 2 × 2 × 2 supercells (40 atoms). This was
done by first displacing the I ions in the ideal cubic structure
according to particular combinations of in-phase and out-of-
phase tilting modes with varying amplitudes. The positions of
the I ions were then frozen, while relaxations of the lattice
vectors and the remaining ionic positions were performed.
The relaxation was constrained to stay in the symmetry given
by the particular octahedral tilting state, which constrains the
Pb/Sn ions to stay in the center of the octahedra. The calcula-
tions were done on 17 × 17 and 14 × 14 equispaced grids of
positive tilt amplitudes for CsPbI3 and CsSnI3, respectively.
Relevant symmetries were then exploited by mirroring the
energies in the tilt coordinate axes. The results were finally
interpolated to a dense grid using cubic polynomials before
producing the displayed figures.

Minimum energy paths between symmetry equivalent
a−a−c+ tilt configurations were obtained using the climbing
image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method [33]. Both the
standard and the generalized solid state variant (G-SSNEB)
[34], which extends the regular NEB method to include the
variation of both atomic and unit cell degrees of freedom
along the path, were used. No symmetry restrictions on either
lattice vectors or ionic positions were imposed along the NEB
paths. The initial paths were set up as linear interpolations
with seven images between endpoints corresponding to two
distinct a−a−c+ variants. The images were then relaxed until
the maximum NEB force on all images was less than 5 × 10−3

eV/Å. The distortion of an octahedron along the NEB paths
is measured by the parameter [35,36]

� = 1

6

6∑
i=1

(
di − d̄

d̄

)2

, (1)

where di and d̄ are the individual and average Pb-I or Sn-I
bond length of the octahedron, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Potential energy surfaces of octahedral tilts

I start by calculating the cubic DWs of CsPbI3 and CsSnI3,
i.e., the 1D PESs obtained by freezing in in-phase and out-of-
phase octahedral tilts in the cubic structure. Figure 2 shows the
resulting energies for two cases, first simply performing the
octahedral tilts while keeping the cubic shape of the supercell
and second when allowing a tetragonal relaxation of the
lattice. In both cases the results are the expected double-well
potentials.

It has been suggested [37] that the observed preference
of the a0a0c+ structure over a0a0c− in inorganic halide per-
ovskites can be explained by the higher energy gain associated
with in-phase as compared to out-of-phase tilts. This appears
to, in fact, be incorrect since the cubic DWs associated with

FIG. 2. Potential energy as a function of tilt amplitude for in-
phase and out-of-phase tilts in CsPbI3 and CsSnI3. Circles and
squares in all four panels represent fixed and tetragonally relaxed
unit cells, respectively.

in-phase and out-of-phase octahedral tilts are very similar and
the fully relaxed a0a0c+ and a0a0c− structures have energies
within 1 meV/f.u. of each other in both CsPbI3 and CsSnI3.
This is in agreement with Ref. [27]. Thus, simple energetic
considerations are not enough to explain the observed prefer-
ence of the a0a0c+ structure over a0a0c− in inorganic halide
perovskites.

Next, I calculate the two-dimensional (2D) a−a−c+ PES
of CsPbI3 and CsSnI3, i.e., freezing in the same out-of-phase
tilt around the a and b axes and an in-phase tilt around
the c axis, with varying amplitudes. Relaxation of the Cs
ions and lattice vectors were performed within the symmetry
determined by the tilt pattern. The PES of CsPbI3 is shown in
Fig. 3(a). The four minima coincide closely with symmetry
equivalent variants of the a−a−c+ structure. The depth of
these minima is ∼133 meV/f.u., which is close to the energy
difference of ∼137 meV/f.u. between the cubic and the Pnma
structure. The small ∼4 meV/f.u. discrepancy is due to small
relaxations of I ions beyond pure octahedral tilts.

Figure 3(a) immediately reveals two low-energy paths be-
tween symmetry equivalent a−a−c+ energy basins. The first,
which corresponds to moving horizontally between two basins
in Fig. 3(a), is an in-phase “tilt switch” in the presence of
two out-of-phase tilts, denoted a−a−c+ → a−a−(−c)+. The
second path, the vertical path between basins in the figure,
is the transition a−a−c+ → (−a)−(−a)−c+, i.e., switching
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FIG. 3. a−a−c+ PES of (a) CsPbI3 and (b) CsSnI3. The x coordinate axis gives the magnitude of the in-phase tilt around the pseudocubic c
axis, while the y coordinate axis gives the magnitude of the out-of-phase tilts around the a and b pseudocubic axes. The tilt amplitude is given
as the offset of one I ion in units of the lattice constant of the ideal cubic perovskite. Relaxation of Cs ions and lattice parameters are allowed in
the symmetry given by the tilt pattern. The energy reference is the cubic phase (origin). The energy contours are spaced by 10 and 5 meV/f.u.
in (a) and (b), respectively. Note that the energy scales differ in (a) and (b).

both the out-of-phase tilts in the presence of an in-phase
tilt. The barriers on the paths are ∼46 and 39 meV/f.u. for
the a−a−c+ → a−a−(−c)+ and a−a−c+ → (−a)−(−a)−c+
transitions, respectively.

The 2D a−a−c+ PES in CsSnI3 is qualitatively similar
to CsPbI3, although with shallower energy basins. The en-
ergy barriers are 26 and 21 meV/f.u. for the a−a−c+ →
a−a−(−c)+ and a−a−c+ → (−a)−(−a)−c+ transitions, re-
spectively. The lower energy barriers in CsSnI3 compared to
CsPbI3 is consistent with the lower phase transition tempera-
tures [10,11].

A second 2D PES can be obtained by freezing the out-of-
phase tilt around the a axis to its equilibrium value in the
a−a−c+ structure, and subsequently varying the remaining
out-of-phase and in-phase tilts. The resulting PES for CsPbI3

is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the origin in this figure does not
correspond to the ideal cubic perovskite with no tilts, but to
an a−b0b0-type structure where the magnitude of the a− tilt
is the same as in the a−a−c+ structure. The four minima in
Fig. 4 correspond to different a−a−c+ variants in the same
way as in Fig. 3. Figure 4 reveals a path between a−a−c+
basins that is not found in Fig. 3. This path corresponds to
moving vertically between two minima in the figure and is of
the form a−a−c+ → a−(−a)−c+. The energy barrier on this
path obtained from Fig. 4 is ∼32 meV/f.u.

B. Minimum energy paths between a−a−c+ variants

The PESs in Figs. 3 and 4 are useful in revealing and vi-
sualizing low-energy paths between distinct a−a−c+ variants.
However, since they are generated from pure octahedral tilts
followed by symmetry constrained Cs ion and lattice relax-
ations, they do not contain all relevant degrees of freedom and
do not necessarily reveal the lowest energy paths. To address
this, I have performed G-SSNEB calculations for CsPbI3 and
CsSnI3 with endpoints corresponding to distinct fully relaxed

a−a−c+ variants. No symmetry constraints were imposed
along the paths in order to fully characterize them with respect
to both atomic and lattice vector degrees of freedom.

I first consider four paths: the three already mentioned
in relation to the PESs of Figs. 3 and 4, i.e., a−a−c+ →
a−a−(−c)+, a−a−c+ → (−a)−(−a)−c+, and a−a−c+ →

FIG. 4. 2D octahedral tilting PES in CsPbI3 with the out-of-
phase tilt around the a pseudocubic axis fixed to its value in the fully
relaxed a−a−c+ structure. The x coordinate axis gives the magnitude
of the in-phase tilt around the pseudocubic c axis, while the y
coordinate axis gives the magnitude of the out-of-phase tilt around
b pseudocubic axes. Relaxation of Cs ions and lattice parameters
are allowed in the symmetry given by the tilt pattern. The energy
reference is an a−b0b0 structure, where the magnitude of the a− tilt
is the same as in the fully relaxed a−a−c+ structure. The energy
contours are spaced by 10 meV/f.u.
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FIG. 5. (Top row) NEB energy profiles for CsPbI3 on a set of distinct paths between symmetry equivalent variants of the a−a−c+ structure.
(Bottom row) Maximum value of the octahedral distortion parameter � [Eq. (1)], along the NEB paths. Blue and red markers correspond to a
varying and fixed lattice vectors along the NEB path, respectively.

a−(−a)−c+, and a fourth path of the form a−a−c+ →
a−(−a)−(−c)+, i.e., simultaneously switching one in-phase
and one out-of-phase tilt.

The G-SSNEB energy profiles on these paths for CsPbI3

are shown in Fig. 5 and the energy barriers for both CsPbI3

and CsSnI3 are listed in Table I. Table I also lists the energies,
with a−a−c+ as reference, for a chosen set of simple Glazer
tilt patterns. One can see that the energy barriers on each
of the four paths correspond to the energy of one of the
simple tilt patterns. For example, the energy barrier of the path
a−a−c+ → a−(−a)−c+ corresponds to the energy difference
between a−a−c+ and a−b0c+ (or equivalently a−b+c0).

Upon further investigations of the atomic positions and
strain states of the saddle point structures on each of the four
paths, it was found that they indeed correspond to one of the
simple tilt configurations in Table I, where the saddle point
structure for each path is listed.

The two paths a−a−c+ → a−a−(−c)+ and a−a−c+ →
(−a)−(−a)−c+ have endpoints that belong to the same strain
state, i.e., they are translational variants of each other [27].

This makes it possible to calculate NEB paths in the fixed lat-
tice shape corresponding to the endpoints, i.e., where only the
atomic positions are active degrees of freedom. These NEB
energy profiles are displayed in Fig. 5. The energy barriers
on these paths are seen to drastically increase, indicating that
the rearrangement of the lattice vectors is crucial in order
to get low-energy paths. This can partially be understood
by looking at the distortion of the octahedra along the NEB
paths. The bottom row of Fig. 5 shows the maximum value
of the octahedral distortion parameter � [Eq. (1)], at each
point along the NEB paths. It is seen that when the lattice
vectors are allowed to change, the octahedra tend to stay
largely undistorted, while for a fixed lattice, the octahedra will
be forced to distort which contributes to a significantly higher
energy at the saddle point.

A distinctively different path type is of the form
a−a−c+ → a−b+a−, i.e., an in-phase tilt axis is trans-
formed into out-of-phase by switching every second oc-
tahedron, and similarly changing one of the out-of-phase
tilt axes to an in-phase tilt. Expect for the lowest energy

TABLE I. Left: Structural energies, with a−a−c+ (Pnma) as reference, for a set of tilt configurations in CsPbI3 and CsSnI3. Right: Energy
barriers for different types of octahedral tilting paths (see text for details) between symmetry equivalent variants of the a−a−c+ structure in
CsPbI3 and CsSnI3.

Structural energies Octahedral tilting energy barriers

Energy (meV/f.u.) Ebarrier (meV/f.u.)

Structure CsPbI3 CsSnI3 Path type CsPbI3 CsSnI3 Saddle point

a0a0a0 (Pm3̄m) 137 60 a−a−c+ → a−a−(−c)+ 48 28 a−a−c0

a0a0c+ (P4/mbm) 43 23 a−a−c+ → (−a)−(−a)−c+ 43 23 a0a0c+

a0a0c− (I4/mcm) 42 24 a−a−c+ → (−a)−a−c+ 29 15 a0b−c+ (a−b+c0)
a−a−c0 (Imma) 48 28 a−a−c+ → a−(−a)−(−c)+ 42 24 a−b0b0 (a0a0c−)
a−b+c0 (Cmcm) 29 15 a−a−c+ → a−b+a− 41 23
a−a−c+ (Pnma) 0 0
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a−a−c+ → a−(−a)−c+ path, the energy barrier on this path
is similar to the other investigated paths in both CsSnI3 and
CsPbI3. The saddle point structure on this path does not
correspond to one of the simple Glazer tilt patterns but is
more complicated. It has the out-of-phase tilt around the a axis
still present and more complicated in-phase-type tilts, with
varying amplitudes for the two layers of octahedra, around
both the b and c axes.

C. Discussion

It is clear from the previous sections that there exist several
distinct types of low-energy paths between symmetry equiv-
alent a−a−c+ variants in both CsPbI3 and CsSnI3. This sug-
gests that, as the temperature increases, the system will even-
tually become dynamically disordered among these a−a−c+
variants. Such dynamic disorder would produce phases of
higher symmetry in the long time average. This is in line with
recent proposals of dynamic disorder in the octahedral tilting
transitions of halide perovskites [13,14,16]. The Cs ions are
displaced in different patterns from their positions in the ideal
cubic structure depending on the particular a−a−c+ variant.
This implies that a dynamic disorder of the octahedra along
the type of paths described above would imply that the Cs
ions also become dynamically disordered.

The a−a−c+ → a−(−a)−c+ [or equivalently a−a−c+ →
(−a)−a−c+] path has a significantly lower energy barrier than
the others, which implies the existence of a temperature range
where fluctuations of the octahedra only along this type of
path are active. Since the in-phase tilt is still present during
such fluctuations, while the out-of-phase tilts will average
out to zero, an a0a0c+ (P4/mbm) structure would emerge
as a time average. This could be related to the existence
of an intermediate tetragonal (P4/mbm) structure in several
inorganic halide perovskites [10,11,38], in spite of the fact
that a0a0c+ is not energetically preferable compared to other
tilt configurations (see Table I).

From PESs similar to Fig. 3, but in a fixed a−a−c+ strain
state, Bechtel and van der Ven [27] pointed out that, out
of the two paths with endpoints in a fixed a−a−c+ strain
state, a−a−c+ → (−a)−(−a)−c+ has a lower barrier than
a−a−c+ → a−a−(−c)+. If the system is restricted to a fixed
shape such that only these two paths are available, a dynamic
disorder of the octahedral tilts would, in the same way as
described above, produce an a0a0c+ (P4/mbm) structure in
a restricted temperature range.

The energy barriers listed in Table I are significantly lower
than the depth of the 1D cubic DW potentials in Fig. 2. This
is because the low-energy paths pass over saddle points, on
a higher dimensional PES, corresponding to tilted structures,
while the 1D cubic DWs pass over the high energy tiltless cu-
bic structure. In fact, there is an inverse relationship between
the depth of the cubic 1D double wells and the energy barrier
on certain low-energy paths between a−a−c+ variants. As an
example, the saddle point on the a−a−c+ → (−a)−(−a)−c+
path, is the a0a0c+ structure, i.e., the bottom of the (tetrago-
nally relaxed) in-phase 1D double well in Fig. 2. Thus if, for
a fixed energy difference between the cubic and the a−a−c+
structure, the 1D double well gets deeper this corresponds to
a lower barrier of the a−a−c+ → (−a)−(−a)−c+ path. The

depth of the 1D cubic DW potentials can therefore not, on
their own, be used as estimates of the relevant energy barriers
for dynamical octahedral tilting.

In reality, the picture of a perfect defect free bulk that
is dynamically fluctuating along particular octahedral tilting
paths is very likely too simplistic. Recent studies indicate the
prevalence of ferroelastic twin boundaries [16,17,39–41] in
halide perovskites. Bertlotti et al. [16] demonstrated that the
apparent tetragonal and cubic phases, as probed using x-ray
diffraction, can result from domains of twinned orthorhombic
a−a−c+ variants. They further propose that dynamic coopera-
tive rotations of the octahedral framework are present. The de-
tails of how the calculated energy barriers in this work relates
to the presence of such twin boundaries is beyond the scope of
this paper. It is reasonable to think, however, that the existence
of the low-energy paths of the type calculated in this work
should be beneficial for the formation and rearrangement of
such twin boundaries.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

To summarize, I have shown that there are several low-
energy paths between symmetry equivalent a−a−c+ octahe-
dral tilt configurations in inorganic metal halide perovskites.
These paths avoid the high energy titless cubic perovskite
structure. They instead pass over low-energy saddle points on
the PES where octahedral tilts are still present in the structure.
The energy barriers on the paths are significantly lower than
those derived from the commonly employed 1D double-well
(DW) potentials obtained by freezing in the in-phase or out-
of-phase tilts directly in the cubic structure (“cubic DWs”).

The existence of the low-energy paths are in favor of the
presence of dynamic disorder of the octahedral tilts at elevated
temperature in halide perovskites. Such dynamic disorder
would produce time averaged structures of higher symme-
try. In both CsPbI3 and CsSnI3 one particular type of path
has significantly lower energy barrier than the others. This
path corresponds to switching the out-of-phase tilt around
one axis, i.e., a path of the type a−a−c+ → (−a)−a−c+ [or
equivalently a−a−c+ → a−(−a)−c+]. This suggests that the
octahedra would become disordered only along this particular
type of path in a limited temperature range. In the long
time average, the out-of-phase tilts in the system will then
average out to zero, yielding an average a0a0c+ structure. This
could be related to experimentally observed tetragonal a0a0c+
(P4/mbm) structure as an intermediate phase. As temperature
is increased further, tilt fluctuations along other types of paths
will eventually also become active and a tiltless cubic phase
will emerge as the time average.
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